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jking
Sticky Note
This document has been annotated with yellow notes on nearly each page.  The notes have a few sentences summarizing what I would say if I were to present this to you in person.

Enjoy!
Jim King
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jking
Sticky Note
Just a summary so you know about how far we are through the presentation as we go.

It is mostly about PDF but I try to bring up  the most important JPEG2000 issues with respect to PDDF.
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Some Fundamentals
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Image Formats versus Document Formats

picture

Multi-page Compound Document
(e.g., PDF)

“Sampled” Image
(e.g., JPEG2000)

picture

jking
Sticky Note
I trust that everyone knows what is on this slide but I wanted to make sure on terminology before we go too far.

In Adobe, with both PostScript and PDF we call images "sampled images" because we think of a picture from which color samples are taken in a matrix pattern.  That is the raw material from which we work.

This "sampling rate" is independent from the pixel resolution of any output device or the size the image will be displayed relative to the page and other material. This sampling rate should be determined by the detail in the picture and all the output devices it might be presented on. If you plan to output it to high resolution devices or it has a lot of fine detail, then you want to sample it at a higher rate.

When I talk about documents I, of course, am thinking about PDF documents.  They represent an ordered sequence of pages and those pages can contain images, grapics and text (compound contents).
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Image Resolution and Size

higher resolution
display (x2)

higher resolution
sampled image (x2)

lower resolution
 display

supersamplesubsample

jking
Sticky Note
This picture emphasizes the difference between an image size and an image sampling resolution.  If you take the same image (at the same resolution) and display it on two devices, one with a resolution twice the other then on the higher resolution device the image will appear one half the size.To not manage both the resolution (number of pixels in the sample) and the desired size on the given device is a common failing of some trivial image systems, like those that display e-mail image attachments.How many times have you gotten am image that is way too large for the screen or the printer?  That will never happen to you using PDF.

I already talked about subsampling and super sampling to make up for the various device resolutions.
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Image Sampling (JPEG2000)

display or page
(arbitrary image size)

JPEG2000 Image
(multiple resolutions)

supersample

subsample

Sub and Super Sampling Tools needed
Size and resolution are different things

jking
Sticky Note
One thing that is often glossed over when talking about things like JPEG2000 that have multi-resolution representations is the need to still do subsampling (reducing the resolution) and supersampling (increasing the resolution).

As I noted earlier, PDF will display your images within a fixed rectangle on the page no matter what the sampling resolution was or no matter what the output device resolution is.  

JPEG2000 can be used to hold multi-resolution images but what you can draw from it are resolution that are 2x multiples.  So you might be able to get a 100x100 pixel image or a 200x200 or a 400x400 but if the space allocated to display the image on a device of a given resolution needs an image of 266x266 you have to adjust the JPEG2000 results to match.  This requires either subsampling (if you get a version that is of a higher pixel size than is need) or supersampling (if you get a version that is of a lower pixel size than is needed).

It is a really important part of tools for JPEG2000 even though it is a multi-resolution image format. The resolutions are quantized.
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PDF Documents
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PDF:  Multi-page Compound Documents

A Comprehensive Format for Representing Documents and Forms

Not an image format like TIFF or JPEG
High fidelity, high precision text layout and graphics features
Platform and device independent definition
Selective compression to reduce file size (e.g., image formats)
Color Management (ICC support)

  Page contents
  Images
  Graphics
  Fonts
  Colorspaces

  Metadata
  Annotations
  Links
  Digital signatures
  <and more>

PDF 1.0 in 1993 … PDF 1.7 in 2006.      Many enhancements!

jking
Sticky Note
PDF is now more than 14 years old and has evolved through 7 revisions.  This has the consequence that it is very rich supports quite varied content and supports a lot of different behaviors.

The page in a PDF file can be made from images, graphics and typographic text all at a very high precision and resulting quality output.  Besides the page there are a lot of resource needed to properly render those pages like colorspaces and fonts. There can also be a lot of data structures within a PDF file to support hyperlinking, digital signature, annotations, metadata and a lot more.

I hope I do not need to emphasize that PDF pages are not generally stored within the PDF file as page images. For scanned material they quite often are but for material that is "born digital", that is created on a computer, the page content is recorded using highly efficient coding methods for typographic text, graphics, and yes images.

We will take a quick look at what I mean by using coding methods in the next few slides.

Born digital PDF pages are usually considerably smaller than corresponding page images even at modest sampling resolutions.
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Composite Documents

jking
Sticky Note
This is just to emphasize the composite nature of PDF pages, containing pictures (sampled images) typographic text, graphic drawings, solid color areas, logos and digital signatures.
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PDF Pages

Page Content Objects

jking
Sticky Note
We are going to take a little adventure into how the contents of PDF pages are represented in a PDF file, for born digital documents.  I hope you know all this, but just in case you don't we will spend a little time on it.
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Text, Graphics and Image

Typographic Text

Vector Graphics

Sampled Images

Typographic Text

jking
Sticky Note
As I said, typographic text, graphics, often called vector graphics, and images can all be used to put material onto PDF pages.   Note that the vector graphic examples include a carefully shaded petal of a flower. We will see the whole flower a bit later but I want to emphasize that even though it might look like a sampled image it is not.  It is a gradient filled graphic shape.
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2   0.8   0.7  2   10  210 cm

2.5  0  0   -1  235   170 cm

3  0.9  0.8  1  180  200 Tm

Te
xt

Coordinate Transforms

x-scale,  rotate/skew,  rotate/skew,  y-scale,  x-pos,   y-pos

jking
Sticky Note
Another feature of PostScript and PDF is the fact that since all positions and sizes of objects are represented with numbers in a coordinate system, they can be altered by doing simple transformations on the numbers.  

In fact PDF uses 6 numbers to control the size, position and rotation/skew of the objects presented.  Here is an example where the star on the preceding slide has been scaled in the horizontal or X direction by 2 (the first number), skewed using the 2nd and 3rd numbers, scaled by 10 in the vertical or Y direction (the 4th number), and moved or translated using the last two numbers.  

Likewise for the text that is scaled by 3 horizontally, etc.

Notice that the scale for the heart in the vertical direction is a negative number which causes it to flip over vertically.
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Clipping and Masking

Typographic TextTypogragrapgrap

picture

Clip to path (star) Mask off sky

Mask

Picture

jking
Sticky Note
Clipping and masking of any set of objects is also a common thing supported in PDF without introducing any other kinds of object besides text, image and graphics because any of them can be used for clipping and/or masking. (Using graphic templates we call it clipping and using binary images we call it masking.)

On the left you can see that we can use our star to clip away the presentation of any material outside of the star. (The stuff out side the star is only shown in this slide to show you what is not being shown.  Normal clipping would not show this at all.) 

A single bit per pixel image or mask can be laid over an image to determine which pixels are to be shown and which should be ignored.  The mask can be at a different sampling rate from the image and, of course, neither has to match the device resolution. 

Note that with both masks and clipping the complete material is still held within the file. It is not displayed but is contained in the file.
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Text as Text

Text as text
(using outline fonts) Text as image

The JPEG2000 image compression 
technique has been cited by experts 
as a new archiving format for digital 
images. It is both a preservation and 
delivery format, and has been seen 
as a possible alternative to the TIFF 
format which most institutions use 
as a long-term archiving standard. 
Produced by both imaging experts 
and the Joint Photographic Experts 
Group, it is now a recognised ISO 
standard. The standard JPEG file 
format which is so widely in use is 
not yet an ISO standard.

jking
Sticky Note
The text on the left is represented within the PDF file as characters strings similarly to how it is represented in your favorite text editor. The rendering into an image to present onto a device is done using outline fonts which are actually graphic representations of the character images (glyphs) that can be scaled, rotated and skewed and placed in the proper place just as I can with graphics.  However, since the same character, say the letter e, may be used dozen's of times on one page and hundreds of times in a document text from outline fonts is given special treatment over regular graphics.

The graphic glyphs are turned into the proper resolution bit arrays for the current device and saved away in a glyph cache.  Then if a need for that same bit array is needed again, the time to convert from graphics to bit array can be save by taking the glyph right out of the cache and blasting it on the page.

I took the text on the left and converted it to an image and displayed that on the right.  So if you zoom in on this page you will begin to see the pixels of the right hand text, but since the left hand text is drawn as a graphic you will see smooth edges and corners because the bit array is being recomputed each time for the higher number of bits needed to show the characters properly when zoomed.  Cool, huh?

Outline fonts was a marvelous invention and Adobe really perfected it in the 80's.
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Various Resolutions for Image Text

The JPEG2000 image compression 
technique has been cited by experts 
as a new archiving format for digital 
images.     (outlines)

9.5 in x 5.3 in

jking
Sticky Note
Since I assume you all do a lot of scanning of text into an image representation, say JPEG2000, I thought you might like to see a sample of various sampling rates.

It is tricky because I have no idea what resolution you will be displaying these characters at (you might try printing this page and see what the results look like) or what size window you will use on your computer.

So I just give you the information that the dpi (dots per inch) ratings of each is with respect the the black rectangle being 9.5 inches by 5.3 inches.  (The lower right one says 20 dpi if you cannot read it.)
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Resolution Independence

jking
Sticky Note
Believe it or not, but some artist created this blossom synthetically, or born digital, using Adobe Illustrator.  It is made from a surprisingly small number of shapes but those shapes are carefully overlaid with shading directives on how to smoothly blend the colors across the shapes.

As in the text examples, I converted the hand drawn graphic representation into a sampled image and that is the right hand flower.  The left one if the graphic one.  
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Resolution Independence

jking
Sticky Note
I zoomed this one up for presentation on the projector when doing this live.  You can zoom the previous picture us yourself to see the results.

You should be able to see that the right image version is beginning to look a little jagged whereas the one on the left is still looking very smooth and nice.  The shape and shading are all recalculated for the proper resolution as you display it.
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Synthesized Pages
versus

Scanned Pages
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Document Sources

Born digital

More compact

Editable

Device independent/resolution independent

Zoom-able

Scanned from paper

Bulky

Need to pick a sampling resolution

Text and image need different treatment

Can do OCR or DR (document recognition)

Born digital is a luxury

jking
Sticky Note
I talked about "born digital" already, where I mean that the pages were created by hand not scanned.  At least as far as PDF is concerned.  Lots of pages were created "born digital" but we have lost the files and only have the paper version.  Then we have to scan the paper to get a PDF file and we lose the born digital benefits.

We have seen the benefits of born digital on the previous slides.

With scanned pages we can control the sampling resolution, with the higher resolution meaning we can zoom more before we see artifacts of the images.  But it will alway happen.

One thing we can do with scanned pages is to do optical character recognition on the text (OCR) and turn it back into character strings. The other thing that is becoming much more interesting is to preserve the complete look of the page by doing document recognition (DR).  Doing that we try to decompose the page into text, image and graphics and turn it into a document that is represented as a born digital document.

But we all know that actually born digital documents are a luxury. Working to put existing archives works into digital form usually involves scanning into sampled images.
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OCR’ed Text as Underlayer

OCR’d Text 
• underlaid
• made invisible
• may have mistakes
• used for search

Scanned Text as Image

A PDF Page

jking
Sticky Note
Adobe has supported a feature in Acrobat and in a product called Acrobat Capture, that was first requested by the legal profession.  They wanted the power to scan text looking for words but they could not accept that OCR would be accurate enough to hold their legal material.

So we invented a technique to combine both OCR layer of text and the original scanned image in a different yet aligned layer.  We make the OCR'ed text invisible and display the scanned image.  When a text search is conducted the words are found in the OCR text and highlighted just coincidentally highlighting the proper place on the scanned image.  The search for text will fail if there is an OCR mistake but the viewer will never be shown anything but the scanned text (hopefully at a high enough sampling rate to display text reliably).

I hope you got this. My name one of those on the Adobe patents.
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Image Text and Image Picture Require Different Treatment

The JPEG2000 image

compression technique has been

cited by experts as a new

archiving format for digital

images.

The standard JPEG file format

which is so widely in use is not

yet an ISO standard.

Needs 1-bit per pixel black and white at 600 dpi

Needs 24-bit per pixel color at 150 dpi

  MRC (Mixed Raster Content)  
  Both JPEG2000 and PDF support this

jking
Sticky Note
Even if we do not do OCR but hold text as image, again, something you all probably know is that it is best to do document recognition to represent the text and images with different image parameters as shown here.Do not take the numbers used here as definitive.  They are just one you might choose to use.  In any case to get clean clear text you do not need the gray levels or color depth (usually) but high resolutions.To represent most pictures, you need gray levels and usually color, at least gray levels.  And since fine crisp lines like in text are not very common, the higher sampling rates to capture that are not usually needed.Using different images at different resolutions to represent different material on the same page is sometimes called mixed raster content or MRC.

The advanced features of JPEG2000 allow for two overlaid images at different sampling resolutions.  PDF can also very flexibly handle lots of image objects and any sampling resolution.
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PDF and JPEG2000

jking
Sticky Note
We are now going to talk some about how JPEG2000 and PDF work together.
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PDF Support for JPEG2000

JPEG2000 images can be included on PDF pages

JPX Baseline is supported

Enumerated color spaces 19 (CIEJab) not supported

Enumerated color space 12 (CMYK) is supported

All four progressions supported: resolution, color depth, band, location

Inappropriate progression will just cost time

One global soft mask within the JPEG2000 supported

JPEG2000 document features are not supported

PDFs document features are more general and more flexible

An image to display in a rectangle is obtained from the JPEG2000 stream

jking
Sticky Note
PDF supports a wide variety of what are called stream filters for representing images in compressed formats. There is a general purpose feature of PDF called a "stream" which  is used to hold large blocks of data such as images, ICC profiles, page contents, etc.  These streams can be compressed using 8 different technologies, JPEG and JPEG2000 JPX being two of them.

Here we have enumerated more precisely what features (parts) of JPEG2000 standard are supported.

The features of JPEG2000 that support multiple images (documents) are not supported in PDF because the document features of PDF are themselves more general and more powerful.

The image model in PDF is to allocate a rectangle on the page for an image and that is what is supported with respect to JPEG2000. 
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Software Support

Key to use of any image format or document format are the tools available

Tools for creation

support advanced features

Tools for presentation

Tools for incorporating with other formats

Ubiquity of viewing tools

OCR and DR capabilities

jking
Sticky Note
In preparing this talk, the idea that the availability of tools is a key gating factor for technology adoption was reenforced.  And it isn't just the narrow creation and display tools, but we usually need a complete infrastructure to work with a given technology.

I think PDF does have a wide and general set of software to create a healthy infrastructure.

The JPEG2000 software infrastructure is evolving but has not yet reached the critical stage necessary.

Additionally, because of the advantages of "coded" or born digital formats tools that convert images into the more coded forms are very important.  
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Tools for Scan to PDF

Tools that separate image text and image pictures (MRC)

Adobe Professional Create from Scanner

Adobe PDF Scan Library 3.0 (OEM product)

CVision Technologies (www.cvisiontech.com) option for JPEG2000

Canon desktop printers and multi-functions devices (some)

Iris (www.irislink.com) MRC called IHQ

LuraTech (www.luratech.colm) MRC using JPEG2000

Nuance (www.thedevilincarnate.com)

JRAPublish (Jim Rile)

Spigraph (www.spigraph.fr)

VeryPDF (www.veryPDF.com)

Of course the ubiquitous Adobe Reader presents them all

jking
Sticky Note
There are a lot of tools that help make PDF files from scanned images.  Many have the optional ability to include the images as JPEG2000 images.

Here is a partial list of what can be found.

The widely available Adobe Reader is able to display or print any PDF file, including those with JPEG2000 content.
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PDF and
 ISO Standards

jking
Sticky Note
Another issues that is always of interest to the preservation community is that of standards.

There is some recent news on the PDF front with respect to standards so I thought I would take a few minutes to review that activity.
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Establishing the ISO PDF Umbrella

PDF 1.7 (ISO 32000 in 2008

PDF/A
archive

ISO 19005-1
(PDF 1.4)

PDF/E
engineering

AIIM Committee
--> ISO

PDF/UA
accessibility

AIIM Committee
--> ISO

PDF/X
graphic arts

ISO 15930-1
(PDF 1.4 & 1.6)

jking
Sticky Note
There are already two subsets of PDF that have become ISO standards: PDF/A for archiving and PDF/X for graphics arts.  In the works is PDF/E for engineering (diagrams) and PDF/UA for PDF accessibility.

In January 2007, Adobe decided that the time was right to submit the complete PDF 1.7 specification to a public standards organization (ISO). This means that even though PDF has always been documented publicly by Adobe, now that publication will be owned and managed by public standards committees.

Last week Adobe submitted a PDF 1.7 document properly formatted to the ISO standards. It will soon be raised for a ballot within the ISO organization to accept it as an official standard.

After that Adobe will participate in the public standards effort just as any other stakeholder.
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PDF/A

A PDF subset for archiving

ISO 19005-1

28

jking
Sticky Note
Given this is a meeting about digital preservation, I thought you might like to see a brief summary of what PDF/A really is.

This currently is an ISO standard 19005-1.  Work is underway on a revised standard.
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Long-term Preservation Needs for Electronic Documents

Characteristics identified as objectives for PDF/A were

Device Independent - Can be reliably and consistently rendered without regard
to the hardware or software platform

Self-contained - Contains all resources necessary for rendering

Self-documenting - Contains its own description

Unfettered - Absence of technical file protection mechanisms

Available - Authoritative specification publicly available

Adoption - Widespread use may be the best deterrent against preservation risk

jking
Sticky Note
This is the list of characteristics that the committee that defined PDF/A identified as objectives for their work.

I think these speak for themselves.
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PDF/A -- A PDF Subset of PDF 1.4
 (Standard: ISO 19005-1)

Some useful PDF features work against, and are incompatible with,
preserving information over the long-term

PDF/A

PDF Subset: restricted from using some PDF features, for example

Anything that would alter the visual appearance over time (forms)

No external references or embedded files

Encryption

PDF Subset: required to use some PDF features, for example

Accessibility features for recoverable text (tagged PDF)

Embed all fonts

Specific metadata requirements

Device independent color

jking
Sticky Note
PDF/A has become open standard ISO 19005-1 and is well defined subset of PDF 1.4.

The sub-setting takes two forms: restrictions and requirements and I give some examples of each.  

In addition, the committee was very thorough and tightened up some specifications that were not clear enough and did some other general clean up.
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Uses for PDF/A

Archival storage of electronic documents

Documents of record

Government records

Corporate records

Distributing read only material

Documents with assured accessibility (read to the blind)

jking
Sticky Note
Besides being an excellent format for storing electronic documents for a long time, PDF/A is suited to many other uses.

For example, in any case where one want some form of "document of record" the properties of PDF/A are exactly those that are needed.

PDF/A enforces some strict rules on the extra information put into the PDF file to increase the likelihood that the text can be retrieved at a later data which also assures that these files are of the highest quality for blind people to have read aloud with standard computer audio tools.
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